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Abstract—In this paper, for the first time, a possible tackling
of the problem of known time-delay by the use of a Fixed Point
Transformation-based adaptive controller is investigated. This
approach at first transform the control task into a fixed point
problem then solves it via iteration. The preliminary results that
were obtained by numerical simulations for a strongly nonlinear
controlled system, a van der Pol oscillator, are promising. It is
expedient to make further, systematic investigations.

Index Terms—Adaptive Control, Fixed Point Transformations-
Based Adaptive Control, Robust Fixed Point Transformation,
Time-Delayed Systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the field of Model Predictive Control (MPC), typical
practical problems used to arise as:

1) the imprecision and incompleteness of the available
system models;

2) the lack of possibility for measuring each state variable;
3) in many cases, the state variables depend on the directly

measurable quantities through uncertain parameters that,
show great variability;

4) the high complexity, often too high order of the available
models;

5) limitations in the control actions;
6) in many cases, we have strongly underactuated systems,

that means that it is impossible to precisely control each
state variable simultaneously;

7) in many cases, between the observations and the control
action some time-delay is present; depending on the
circumstances the extent of the delay can be known in
advance as a fixed value or it may be uncertain.

The problem groups 1, 2 and 6 are typical in modeling bio-
logical processes: various models are developed for describing
the same phenomenon. For example, for the description of the
human glucose-insulin system Bergman’s “Minimal Model”
has only a few state variables [1], [2] while the more complex
model by Dalla Man et al. [3] works with 10 compartments.
In practice, only the glucose concentration in the blood can
be measured, and no information is obtained on the other state
variables. For the control of the numerous state variables, there
is only one control signal, the subcutaneous insulin injection

rate. In certain cases, e.g. in the anaesthesia models “fictitious”
state variables are applied in the models that do not cover
real parts of the human body. They role simply is to describe
certain time-delay effects (e.g., [4], [5]). In certain systems for
which typical regimes of operation can be identified the idea
of “situational control” cab be also applied (e.g., [6], [7]).

The occurrence of problem group 3 is typical in the field
of anaesthesia: the sensitivity of the patients are related to
the measurable signals (either the “Bispectral Index” [8] or
the EEG signals of the central nervous system processed
by wavelet analysis [9]), and this relation is described by
the strongly nonlinear function of parameters that have great
interpatient deviations.

The presence of problem group 5 is typical in chemical
reactions and biological systems, too. It is possible to produce
arbitrary selective ingress of certain reagents, but we cannot
selectively extract them from a continuously stirred tank re-
actors or the living organisms. In this case the controller has
to stop at the minimal possible (i.e. 0) ingress rate and has to
wait until the appropriate concentration decreases by natural
processes [10], [11]. It also worths noting that the introduction
of even a pure reagent dilutes the others that corresponds to a
type of input coupling [12].

For the example of group 4, the dynamically coupled
systems of many degree of freedom can be mentioned. Due
to such couplings the order of the time-derivatives that appear
in the equations of motion are impractically high and cannot be
handled in an efficient manner. In such cases for the design of
the controller intentionally distorted, reduced order models are
used. In the realm of “Linear Time-Invariant” (LTI) systems
the “Model Reduction Techniques” are based on the use of the
Krylov bases (e.g. [13], [14]). In 1950 C. Lanczos [15] and
in 1951 W.E. Arnoldi [16] developed transformations that pro-
duced vectors of the elements of the Krylov basis to obtain an
approximate model that more appropriate for control purposes.
In the frequency domain an alternative approach was the use
of the Padé approximants [17]: the basic idea is to produce
a truncated Taylor series expansion of the transfer function
in the frequency range of practical interest, and instead using
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this polynomial that does not behave well in the infinity a
fractional expression having the same truncated Taylor series
is applied [18]. This fractional expression behaves “well” in
the frequency domains of not primary interest. An alternative
model reduction technique is the application of fractional
order derivatives (e.g., [19], [20]) instead of integer order
ones. In this manner, these fractional derivatives have long
term memory and can be described only by a few parameters
[21]. The method came to fashion in the thirties of the 20th
century, for describing viscoelastic phenomena [22], [23], and
nowadays it is popular in active car suspension systems (e.g.
[24], [25]). This problem group was successfully addressed
by the fixed point transformation-based adaptive controller for
stable nonlinear systems in [26].

The problem groups 1–6 were already successfully ad-
dressed by the “Fixed Point Transformation-Based Adaptive
Control Design Method” reported in [27]. However, the prob-
lem group 7, i.e., the time-delay problems were not systemati-
cally investigated from this point of view though the suggested
method is essentially based on the application of time-delays.
The relevant scientific antecedents are briefly summarized in
the sequel.

A. Fixed Point Transformation-Based Adaptive Control Design

The fixed point transformation-based adaptive control
method appeared as a “competitor” of the prevailing design
technique for strongly nonlinear systems, i.e., “Lyapunov’s
Direct Method” . In 1892 Lyapunov defended his PhD Thesis,
in which he investigated the stability of motion of nonlinear
systems [28]. Realizing that in the case of the great majority
of the real problems, the equations of motion cannot be
obtained in closed analytical form, therefore it is impossible
to investigate the stability by studying the behavior of the
unknown solutions, he introduced various stability definitions,
and an estimation technique that made it possible to determine
the stability without knowing other fine details of the motion.
In the sixties of the past century, his work was translated
to English [29], and by the nineties it appeared as the main
design tool for adaptive controllers (e.g., [30], [31]), Model
Reference Adaptive Controllers (MRAC) [32], [33], [34]. In
spite of its great virtues, this method has some drawbacks such
as mathematical complexity, requiring satisfactory conditions
that frequently restrict much more than the necessary and
satisfactory conditions, allowing the use of a great number
of arbitrary control parameters that may be optimized by
evolutionary methods (e.g., [35], [36]). A fresh and emerging
modeling approach is the Tensor Product Model (TP) (e.g.,
[37], [38]) in which the Lyapunov function technique can
be combined with Linear Matrix Inequalities for controller
design purposes. It was recently studied in connection with
the automatic treatment of Diabetes Mellitus in [39].

The main idea of the fixed point transformation-based
approach, i.e. that a given technical task can be transformed
into a fixed point problem that subsequently can be solved
via iteration goes back to the th century. The well known
root finding algorithm invented by Newton and Raphson

obtains considerable attention even in our days [40], [41],
[42]. In 1922, Banach introduced contractive mappings in
linear, normed, complete metric spaces. Due to his idea, the
application of the original idea was extended to quite abstract
spaces [43].

Problem groups 1, 2, and 3 were recently addressed e.g.
in [44], [45]. Regarding problem group 4 (model reduction)
a quite simple and novel approach was presented in [46].
By the use of a special polynomial numerical differentiator
problem classes of relatively high order can be tackled by this
method [47]. For the limitations or the control signals (class
5) [48], [49], [12] can be mentioned. For problem group 6 a
novel approach aiming at the combination of the adaptive and
optimal controllers preliminary results were published in [50].
It worths noting that the method was successfully combined
with fractional order systems [51], too.

It is important to note that it was found possible to combine
the fixed point transformation-based method with the tradi-
tional adaptive controllers on the basis of a simple, geometric
interpretation (e.g., [52], [53]).

In the present paper, problem group 7 is tackled. The
relevant literature is briefed in the next subsection.

B. The Prevailing Solutions According to the Current Litera-
ture

On the basis of a rough and preliminary literature overview
it can be stated that the Linear Systems [54], [55], [56], and
within this class the Positive Linear Systems [57] form a
particular problem class that was well tackled on the basis
of the generalization/extension of Lyapunov’s method (namely
the use of the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional) [58], [59]. An
important class is in which the time-delay itself is not constant
[60]. Other approaches connect they results to the concept of
“robust stability” [61], [62], [55], [63].

II. DEALING TIME DELAY IN FIXED POINT
TRANSFORMATION-BASED ADAPTIVE CONTROL

For the success of the controller the purely kinetically
prescribed tracking error relaxation may have great signifi-
cance especially when the order of the controller is 2. Uti-
lizing the fact that ∀Λ = const. >  parameter the function
x(t) = e−Λ(t−t)x(t) exponentially converging to zero satis-
fies the ordinary differential equation

( d
dt +Λ

)
x(t) = , the

following plausible variants can be investigated for kinetically
prescribed error-relaxation: a PD-type tracking error e(t)

de f
=

qN(t)− q(t) relaxation can be obtained from the prescription(
Λ + d

dt

)
e(t)≡  leading to

q̈Des = q̈N +Λ ė+Λ e . (1)

A PID-type error-relaxation can be obtained from the inte-
grated error eint(t)

de f
=

∫t
t

e(ξ )dξ requiring
(
Λ + d

dt

)
eint(t)≡

 that leads to

q̈Des = q̈N +Λ ė+Λ e+Λ eint . (2)
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Fig. 1. The structure of the Fixed Point Transformation-Based Adaptive
Controller

Further plausible option would be the use of the error relax-
ation strategy of the Variable Structure / Sliding Mode Robust
Controllers (VS/SM) (e.g. [64], [65]) in which, due to the lack
of the precise dynamic model, no attempt is done for the pre-
cise realization of the above PD or PID-type strategy. Instead,
a so called Error Metrics is introduced that may or may not
contain integrated error: SPD(t)

de f
=

(
Λ + d

dt

)(
qN(t)−q(t)

)
or

SPID(t)
de f
=

(
Λ + d

dt

) ∫t
t

(
qN(ξ )−q(ξ )

)
dξ , and the controller

tries to so prescribe Ṡ that it will be driven zero during finite
time or exponentially as in [66] without minding the precise
realization of this prescription. As soon as S is kept at zero
similar exponential-type error relaxation is initiated as in the
case of the PD or PID controls.

In Fig. 1, at first, q̈Des is produced by the “Kinematic
Block”, following that it is adaptively deformed by the block
of “Adaptive Deformation”, and this deformed signal is used
for the calculation of the control force u that exerted on
the “Controlled System” causing the “Realized Response”
r ≡ q̈. Due to the combination of the approximate system
model and the observed response in [27], the concept of the
“response function” r = f (rDe f ) was introduced that for its
input provides the realized response. The deformation was
realized by the “Robust Fixed Point Transformation” for single
variable f : IR 7→ IR in the case of an analog controller as

rDe f (t +δ t)
de f
= G(rDe f (t), q̈Des(t +δ t))≡

(
rDe f (t)+Kc

)
×[

+Bc tanh
(
Ac( f (rDe f (t))− q̈Des(t +δ t))

)]
−Kc ,

(3)
in which q̈Des is made of the integrated tracking error, the
error, and the time-derivative of the error, therefore it varies
quite slowly with respect to the instantaneously variable q̈ that
immediately can be set by an appropriate control force u. With
the approximation of q̈Des = const. the solution of the control
task, i.e. the deformed response r⋆ for which f (r⋆) = rDes

evidently is the fixed point of the function defined in Eq. (3).
In the case of a digital controller δ t can be equal to its
cycle time. According to Banach’s Fixed Point Theorem [43]
the sequence generated by the function G converges to r⋆
if this function is contractive. For achieving contractivity in
the vicinity of r⋆ it is not difficult to set the three control

parameters Kc, Bc, and Ac [27]. In Fig. 1 this original setting
corresponds to τ = τ = δ t that corresponds to the assumption
that the effect of u immediately becomes observable, and in the
given control cycle, the controller “learns” from the results of
the previous one. For achieving good result, it is necessary
to set δ t small enough to well track the variation of the
of the nominal motion and the dynamics of the controlled
system. With other words, the information that was gathered
by studying the system’s behavior in the previous control cycle
must not be too “obsolete” in the given time.

The flexibility of the arrangement in Fig. 1 consist in
the fact that τ may be different to τ, therefore if it is
assumed e.g. that the suggested control force will be exerted
on the controlled system with the delay τ , and the observed
response also “travels” to the controller during the same time,
a reasonable setting for the adaptation will be τ = δ t + τ ,
and τ = δ t. In the sequel the effects of such a priori known
time delays will be studied via numerical simulations.

III. SIMULATION INVESTIGATIONS

In order to obtain rich dynamic behavior, a strongly non-
linear modification of the original van der Pol oscillator was
suggested with the equation of motion as follows:

q̈ =−kq− k tanh
(

q
a

)
−b(q− c)q̇

−d tanh( q
e )q̇

+Fu ,
(4)

in which k corresponds to a spring constant, k and a are
related to a limited strengthening of the spring constant, b
and c are responsible for the instability of the equilibrium
point of the free system at q = , q̇ = , and for bringing
about nonlinear oscillations of the system, while d, and e are
responsible for a strongly nonlinear damping that used to be
caused by turbulences if the controlled systems moves in air
or some liquid, and F determines the effectivity of the control
force u [N]. In the simulations three parameter sets were used:
a) the nominal trajectory was generated by the free motion
of an oscillator with the initial state nearby of the unstable
equilibrium point, b) the oscillator with approximate model
parameters used for the generation of the control forces, and
c) the controlled system’s exact parameters as they are given
in Table II. The control parameters are provided by Table II.

TABLE I
THE MODEL PARAMETERS

Parameter Trajectory Generator Approximate Exact
k

[

s
]

  

k
[ m

s
]

 . 

a [m]   

b
[


m s

]
  

c [m]  . .

d
[ m

s
]

 . 

e [m]   

F
[ m

N s
]
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TABLE II
THE CONTROL PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
Λ

[

s

]


Bc [nondimensional] −

Kc
[ m

s
]

×

Ac

[
s
m

]


|Kc|

δ t [s] −

In the simulations, (2) was applied with the modification
that allowed a little imprecision in the calculation of the
tracking error, as e(t)

de f
= qN(t) − q(t − τ) together with its

consequences in the feedback terms. The simulations were
made by INRIA’s SCILAB simulator version 5.5.2 and its
appropriate XCOS graphical programmer with the numerical
integrator “Sundials/CVODE–ADAMS–FUNCTIONAL” with
the standard precision settings and an automatically chosen
maximal step length in the integration.

In the first set of simulations a quite negligible delay
time τ = − [s] was chosen in the case of a non-adaptive
control. The trajectory tracking is revealed by Fig. 2. As the
graphs of the phase trajectories also reinforces it (Fig. 3),
the generator of the nominal trajectory produced strongly
nonlinear oscillations.

Fig. 2. The trajectory tracking and tracking error of the non-adaptive
controller for τ = − [s] (nominal trajectory: black, simulated trajectory:
green lines

Fig. 3. The phase trajectories of the non-adaptive controller for τ = − [s]
(nominal trajectory: black, simulated trajectory: green lines

The adaptive counterpart of Figs. 2 and 3 are displayed in
Figs. 4 and 5. Figure 6 well reveals the significance of the
adaptive deformation of the controller.

Fig. 4. The trajectory tracking and tracking error of the adaptive controller
for τ = − [s] (nominal trajectory: black, simulated trajectory: green lines

Fig. 5. The phase trajectories of the adaptive controller for τ = − [s]
(nominal trajectory: black, simulated trajectory: green lines

Fig. 6. The “Desired” (black line), the adaptively “Deformed” (green line),
and the “Realized” (red line) q̈ values versus time for the adaptive controller
for τ = − [s] (a zoomed in excerpt)

In the second set of simulations, the setting τ = ×− [s]
was applied. According to Fig. 7 the non-adaptive controller
collapsed but the adaptive one still worked well (Fig. 8). In
Fig. 9, typical chattering, characteristic to leaving the conver-
gence zone of the RFPT-based adaptive controllers, appears in
q̈De f that already was investigated, e.g., in [67].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the simulation results, it can be definitely
stated, that the RFPT-based adaptive controller can reduce the
simultaneous effects of the modeling errors and the delayed
observation caused “obsolescence” of the information used
in the learning process, as far as the precision of trajectory
tracking is concerned. The allowable delay in the observations
strongly depends on the dynamic properties of the nominal
trajectory to be tracked. The sharp jumps in the nominal
trajectory of the van der Pol Oscillator serve as hard and critical
examples. It is expected that for “smoother” systems longer
delays can be allowed. Our further aim is to make simulation
investigations with randomly varying time delays by adding
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Fig. 7. The trajectory tracking and tracking error of the non-adaptive
controller for τ = ×− [s] (nominal trajectory: black, simulated trajectory:
green lines)

Fig. 8. The trajectory tracking and tracking error of the adaptive controller
for τ = × − [s] (nominal trajectory: black, simulated trajectory: green
lines)

Fig. 9. The “Desired” (black line), the adaptively “Deformed” (green line),
and the “Realized” (red line) q̈ values versus time for the adaptive controller
for τ = ×− [s] (a zoomed in excerpt)

time-stamps to the delayed signals to check the operation of the
adaptive control method in information networks in which the
signal packets can travel through various nodes of the network.
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